
Heavy Duty Scissor Lift Attachments

A scissor lift is made up of the lower frame assembly, the scissor legs and the platform. Scissor lifts are based on the idea of raising or 
lowering a platform which can be used to be able to transfer various objects. These pieces of equipment are helpful if you need to raise 
materials or people up to a higher part and are helpful in both interior retail spaces as well as commercial construction environments.

The scissor part of the lift truck is the folding arm which can fold in on itself or extend so as to lower or raise the table located on top 
of the hydraulic lifting arms. This particular arm could be lengthen to be able to perform a variety of jobs. Like an accordion, the 
vertically elevated platforms take up minimal space when they are retracted. Scissor lifts are obtainable in different models. Several 
lifts can be attached to the back of vehicles for increased mobility while others can be mobile units.

Previous to making an acquisition of one of these machines it is essential to find out how each model operates and what kind of 
functions you will need this equipment for. For instance, mechanical hoists perform by a power screw system or by a pinion. Electrical 
lifts are mechanical. Hydraulic platform lifts use hydraulic oil so as to give them power. Pneumatic hoists run with air pressure. These 
models need less repairs and can be utilized wherever. Scissor lifts are in constant demand for various types of industries that deal with 
the moving and loading of goods and those that perform lifting on a regular basis.

The double scissor lift truck is offered for other lifting tasks and is a lightweight and portable model constructed of welded steel. They 
can be air operated, battery powered or hydraulic. Double scissor hoists are outfitted with wheels to be able to make transportation a 
lot easier.

To ensure operator and employee safety, there are numerous safety measures to be followed for scissor lifts or lift tables. Warning 
signs should be placed on the premises for employees. Unauthorized staff must not work the equipment. The scissor lift must not be 
independently utilized without securing it to any object. The part where the equipment is going to be utilized should be clear of any 
kind of obstructions and individuals. Scissor lifts are terrific pieces of machinery to have available to be able to reach places which are 
hard to access. They are several models obtainable and finding one that suits your need must be a simple task. 


